
I BELONG 
ONLY TO 
MYSELF



By what right, then, does some citizen criticize 
Anaxagoras? By this fundamental legal right that 
founds the existence of the city and that is 
sometimes called the social contract. If, because 
you’re observing the planets, you lose interest in 
your country, then you break the contract that 
unites us, and thus society must logically exclude 
you, condemn you at least to exile and at most to 
death.

Michel Serres, The Natural Contract, p.67.



The quality or condition of being sovereign…. 2) 
Supremacy in respect of power, domination, or 
rank; supreme dominion, authority, or rule…. 3) b. 
transferred. The supreme controlling power in 
communities not under monarchical government; 
absolute and independent authority.

Oxford English Dictionary





Most of the time we wonder what the immanent characteristics of 
the people are, the “material” elements, the accounts or myths on 
which the consciousness of the individuals belonging to a single 
people is based. We proceed in the same way – and wrongly –
for the nation. Whereas those elements reputed to constitute the 
people do not assemble, do not coalesce, do not consider 
themselves to be an articulated, coherent, indivisible whole, all 
those elements only metamorphose into potential power for 
collective mobilization, only make political sense beginning from 
the moment when an exterior to the people, potentially hostile to 
the people, becomes apparent. 

Sadri Khiari, p.88







Elon Musk Touts
Terraforming On
Mars; Netizens Say
'This Sounds Epic'



Our sovereignty is embodied, it is ontological (our being) and 
epistemological (our way of knowing) and it is grounded in 
complex relations derived from the intersubstantiation of 
ancestral beings, humans and land. In this sense, our 
sovereignty is carried by the body and differs from Western 
constructions of sovereignty, which are predicated on a social 
contract model, the idea of a universal supreme authority, 
territorial integrity and individual rights.

Aileen Moreton Robinson 



ARCHIVAL 
SOVEREIGNTY 
IN THE 
LITERATURE



Archival Sovereignty
the principle that every human being, regardless of their 
circumstances and background, should be able to exercise some 
control over records and recordkeeping systems and 
environments that relate to or impact themselves. 

Archival Autonomy
the ability for individuals and communities to participate in 
societal memory, with their own voice, and to become 
participatory agents in recordkeeping and archiving for identity, 
memory and accountability purposes.





Universal
Declaration 
on Archives

Endorsed by 36th Session
of the General Conference
of UNESCO Paris, 
10 November 2011

Adopted at the General 
Assembly of ICA Oslo, 
September 2010. 

To this effect, we recognize
 The unique quality of archives as authentic evidence 

of administrative, cultural and intellectual activities and 
as a reflection of the evolution of societies;

 The vital necessity of archives for supporting business 
efficiency, accountability and transparency, for pro-
tecting citizens’ rights, for establishing individual and 
collective memory, for understanding the past, and for 
documenting the present to guide future actions;

 The diversity of archives in recording every area of 
human activity;

 The multiplicity of formats in which archives are cre-
ated including paper, electronic, audiovisual and other 
types;

 The role of archivists as trained professionals with 
initial and continuing education, serving their societies 
by supporting the creation of records and by selecting, 
maintaining and making these records available for use;

 The collective responsibility of all – citizens, public 
administrators and decision-makers, owners or holders 
of public or private archives, and archivists and other 
information specialists – in the management of archives.

We therefore undertake 
to work together in order that
 Appropriate national archival policies and laws are 

adopted and enforced;

 The management of archives is valued and carried 
out competently by all bodies, private or public, which 
create and use archives in the course of conducting 
their business;

 Adequate resources are allocated to support the prop-
er management of archives, including the employment 
of trained professionals;

 Archives are managed and preserved in ways that en-
sure their authenticity, reliability, integrity and usability;

 Archives are made accessible to everyone, while re-
specting the pertinent laws and the rights of individuals, 
creators, owners and users;

 Archives are used to contribute to the promotion of 
responsible citizenship.

Archives record decisions, 
actions and memories. 

Archives are a unique and irreplaceable heritage passed from one generation to another. Archives 
are managed from creation to preserve their value and meaning. They are authoritative sources 
of information underpinning accountable and transparent administrative actions. They play an 
essential role in the development of societies by safeguarding and contributing to individual and 
community memory. Open access to archives enriches our knowledge of human society, promotes 
democracy, protects citizens’ rights and enhances the quality of life.



PREAMBLE 

The International Council on Archives (ICA) is the pre-eminent international body devoted to the understanding 
and care of archival heritage. The ICA recognizes the need to preserve valued collective memory is part of  
the human condition. It is a pillar of our common humanity. As the ICA’s Universal Declaration on Archives 
states, “Archives are a unique and irreplaceable heritage passed from one generation to another … Open 
access to archives enriches our knowledge of human society, promotes democracy, protects citizens’ rights  
and enhances the quality of life.”1

Centuries of imperial and colonial state expansion are another component of our common humanity.  
This expansion transplanted colonial settler states into diverse global locales creating new relationships with 
local Indigenous societies. Indigenous dispossession, assimilation and genocide have characterized these 
colonial relationships. Nation-state colonial jurisprudence enshrined these relationships of dominance and 
coercion. Colonial archival programs served often as textual armouries prioritizing evidence of colonial 
settlement and creating categories of identity and knowledge to privilege and preserve settler narratives and 
leave Indigenous heritage on the unacknowledged frontiers of public memory. Across the global colonial 
encounter, dispossession occurred in the public archive as it occurred on the land. 

Indigenous peoples represent over 5,000 languages and cultures among over 70 states. These communities 
have nurtured their distinct cultural, spiritual and social identities within their traditional knowledge models 
without and outside of the model of public archives. Many Indigenous societies continue to exist as distinct 
social groups and nations within colonial states. Their relationships to settler authorities remain unreconciled. 
Indigenous peoples – their philosophies and knowledge models – have prevailed despite enveloping colonial 
programs of assimilation and genocide. 

ICA 
INDIGENOUS MATTERS 

SUMMIT
SEE US | HEAR US | WALK WITH US

CHALLENGING AND 
DECOLONISING  
THE ARCHIVE

1 International Council on Archives/ Conseil International des Archives, “Universal Declaration on Archives”, 10 November 2011. Available at 
https://www.ica.org/en/universal-declaration-archives. | 1

T A N D A N Y A  –  A D E L A I D E  D E C L A R A T I O N

We, the International Council on Archives Expert Matters Indigenous Group, hailing from across  
the world, in the inaugural ICA Indigenous Matters Summit, held in Adelaide, South Australia,  
on Friday 25 October 2019, at the invitation of the President of the International Council on 
Archives, Mr David Fricker, hereby present the following Adelaide Summit Declaration.  
We call on the jurisdictional archives of the world to acknowledge and adopt the themes  
and commitments of the Declaration for immediate action.



Discussion Questions

•What, if anything, does archival sovereignty mean 
to you?

•What would the Universal Declaration on Archives 
look like if Western thought was de-centered?

•What might concepts of archival sovereignty mean 
for documented and undocumented people in our 
societies?


